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ABSTRACT 

 

As the cinematographer and drone operator for ' Moheshkhali' documentry film, my goal 

was to capture the island's stunning natural beauty and rich cultural heritage on film. I 

worked closely with the director to plan out the shots and visual style for the film, 

ensuring that each scene was visually compelling and helped to tell the story. 

To achieve this, I utilized a variety of techniques, including drone footage to capture 

sweeping aerial views of the island, and close-up shots to capture the intimate details of 

daily life on Moheshkhali. I also worked with natural lighting to create beautiful, 

cinematic shots that captured the essence of the island. 

Working on location presented its own set of challenges, but it was also an opportunity to 

collaborate with the local community and learn about their way of life. I worked closely 

with the director to capture interviews with locals, historians, and conservationists, 

ensuring that their perspectives were represented on screen. 

Overall, my role as a cinematographer was to use my technical expertise and creativity to 

bring the beauty of Moheshkhali to life on screen, and to help tell the story of this unique 

and important corner of Bangladesh. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Bangladesh is a country with unique riverine islands, each showcasing distinct civilizations 

and lifestyles. These islands are located along the Bay of Bengal and the river mouth of the 

Padma, with the word "Char" used in many of the names to refer to floodplain sediment islands 

in the Ganges Delta. The high sediment level from rivers originating from the Himalayas has 

led to significant changes in the morphology of the coastal area, creating new islands with their 

own unique themes, subjects, persons, events, or problems. 

 

One such island is Maheshkhali, which stands out for its spontaneous geography and hilly 

terrain, surrounded by mangroves. With an area of 362 square kilometers, it is an administrative 

area of the Chittagong division of Cox’s Bazar district and is considered as the ‘Vhati Anchol 

Dwip’ of Cox’s Bazar district. It has a population of 3 lakh 21 thousand, and its primary 

economic contributions come from salt production and sweet betel leaf farming. Maheshkhali 

also has a famous pilgrimage site called the Adinatha Temple and is known for its natural 

beauty, making it a popular tourist attraction. 

 

To showcase the unique beauty and culture of Maheshkhali, the author of this text chose to 

make a documentary video for their final year project. They conducted research on the island's 

people and how to make a documentary, worked on pre-production, planned out interesting 

topics and the required budget, and created a script. They also planned out the shooting route 

and obtained local support from someone living in Cox's Bazar. After filming, they worked on 

post-production, focusing on audio design and creating a poster and trailer for promotion 

purposes. Despite encountering some challenges and making mistakes, they learned from them 

and completed the project. 
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1.2 What is the goal of this project? 

 

Our plan for the final project is to create a documentary film that highlights the lifestyles 

and cultural prospects of the residents in the Maheshkhali coastal region. We aim to 

showcase how the local economy, tourism industry, and community businesses are 

influenced and impacted by the diverse cultural and professional prospects of the people 

who reside there. Despite their poverty, the inhabitants of Maheshkhali's coastal islands 

lead unique lifestyles and have much to offer. Through this project, we hope to present an 

insightful and visually compelling portrayal of their lives and the community as a whole. 

1.3 Inspiration 

After watching the documentary about Moheskhali on the YouTube channel "Panoramic 

Documentary," we realized that there was much more to this story that needed to be told. 

We have always been passionate about documentaries and capturing stories through film, 

and this channel further fueled our passion by showcasing the beauty of Bangladesh 

through their documentaries. What we saw deeply moved us, and we felt a strong desire to 

bring these stories to life through our documentary film. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

 

2.1 Previous work 

 

Since studying in this university, I've been interested in documentary film stories. I am 

constantly watching documentaries because of my passion for this subject. One day, I stumbled 

across a documentary on a YouTube channel called Panoramic Documentary. They have 

produced several documentaries about stunning sites in Bangladesh. After watching their 

documentary about Moheskhali, I visited the location and experienced it firsthand with the help 

of a friend. Seeing the beauty and uniqueness of the place inspired me to create my own 

documentary about it. 

2.2 Procedure of development 

 

I started by learning how to make a documentary video and researching about islanders. During 

the pre-production phase, I conducted extensive research on the Maheshkhali upazilla and came 

up with some intriguing topics for the documentary. After deciding on all the topics, I divided 

the necessary budget and planned out the best route for our journey. Improvising the story, I 

noted down every detail in the process. With the help of a friend who lives in Cox's Bazaar, we 

got local support and planned out the shooting locations. I then created a proper script for the 

documentary, as scripting is the backbone of any story or documentary. After that, I began 

shooting deviations and planned out the full production plan. We delayed our next visit entirely 

for production purposes and had everything planned out in a Gantt chart. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SOFTWARE USES 

 

3.1 Adobe After Effect 

 

I use Adobe After Effects to do animation, as it is the industry standard for motion graphics 

and visual effects software. Many professionals in the field utilize this application as a 

compositing tool to create motion graphics and special effects for movies, the web, and 

presentations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 3. 1: Adobe After Effect Logo 
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Figure: 3. 2: Map animation in google studio 2 

 

 

Figure: 3. 3: Map animation after affect 
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Figure: 3. 4: Adobe Photos 

3.2 Adobe Photoshop 

 

Photoshop is a software application for image editing and graphic design. It was created in 

1988 by Thomas and John Knoll and is currently developed and published by Adobe Inc. The 

software is widely used by graphic designers, photographers, and artists for editing and 

manipulating images, creating digital art, and designing layouts for various mediums. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 3.5: Poster Design 
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3.3 Adobe Illustrator 

 

Sure! Adobe Illustrator is a vector graphics editor and design software developed and marketed 

by Adobe Inc. It is primarily used by graphic designers, artists, and illustrators to create vector 

graphics for various mediums such as print, web, video, and mobile devices. 

 

 

 

Figure: 3. 5: Adobe illustrator Logo 

 

Figure: 3.6: production logo  
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVELOPMENT AND WORKFLOW 

 

4.1 About project 

 

There are usually three major roles to play in a film or documentary. They are, 

Pre-production 

Production 

Post-production 

PRE-PRODUCTION 

 

4.2 What is Pre-production? 

 

Pre-production is the initial phase of any film, video, or media project. It is the stage where all 

the planning and preparation take place before the actual production begins. This stage is 

crucial for the success of the project as it helps to ensure that everything is in order before 

filming or recording starts. 

4.2.1 Research 

 

Conducting thorough research is an essential aspect of documentary filmmaking as it involves 

real-world events, people, and issues. The primary purpose of documentaries is to raise 

awareness, educate, and inform viewers about specific subjects or topics. Hence, it is crucial 

to ensure that the information presented in the documentary is accurate, reliable, and up-to-

date. 

 

Research allows filmmakers to gather relevant information, develop their storyline, and 

structure their film. It also helps them find and interview expert sources, obtain footage and 

archival material, and gain a deeper understanding of the subject matter. The research process 

can involve various methods such as online research, library research, fieldwork, and 

interviews. 

 

The process of conducting research for a documentary can be time-consuming and requires 

significant effort. However, it is a crucial step in creating an impactful and engaging 

documentary film. By conducting thorough research, documentary filmmakers can create 

compelling and informative films that educate and inform viewers about important topics and 

issues. In conclusion, research is a critical part of creating a successful documentary film. 
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Figure: 4. 1: visiting local people 
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4.2.2 Planning 

 

To ensure a smooth and efficient filming process, the planning phase of a documentary film is 

crucial. This phase involves carefully considering various aspects of the film, such as location 

selection, shot list creation, prop and equipment selection, and budget planning. 

 

Location selection involves considering factors such as accessibility, lighting, sound, and 

necessary resources. Obtaining any required permits and permissions is also essential to avoid 

legal issues. 

 

Creating a comprehensive shot list is important for organizing and focusing the filming process. 

The shot list outlines the specific shots and angles required to tell the story effectively. 

 

Selecting the appropriate equipment and props necessary for the filming process is another 

critical aspect of the planning phase. This includes cameras, microphones, lighting equipment, 

and other accessories. 

 

Finally, budget planning is essential to ensure that all necessary expenses, including travel 

expenses, equipment rental, and production costs, are covered. By planning ahead and factoring 

in all these costs, the filmmakers can ensure that they have enough resources to complete the 

production and achieve their creative vision. 

4.2.3 Gantt chart 

 

A Gantt chart is a visual tool used in project management to track and manage project 

schedules. It is a type of bar chart that displays a project timeline and shows the planned start 

and end dates for each task in the project, as well as the duration of each task. Gantt charts also 

illustrate the dependencies between tasks and show how different tasks overlap or run in 

parallel. This makes it easier for project managers to plan and coordinate their team's work, 

identify potential scheduling conflicts, and keep the project on track. Gantt charts are widely 

used in various industries, including construction, engineering, software development, and 

filmmaking. 
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Figure: 4. 2: Gantt chart 

 

 

 

4.2.4 Place and Shot Selection 

 

The pre-production phase in the making of a documentary film includes the crucial aspect of 

place and shot selection. The right choice of locations and shots can greatly enhance the 

storytelling and add to the visual appeal of the film. 

 

During this phase, the team carefully considers the locations and evaluates the lighting, 

background, and other visual elements that contribute to the overall look and feel of the film. 

They also consider the logistics of accessing the location, as well as any potential hazards or 

challenges that may arise during filming. 

 

The shot list is another critical aspect of the place and shot selection process. This list outlines 

the shots the team needs to capture in order to tell the story effectively. The shot list includes 

close-ups, medium shots, and long shots, as well as any other specialized shots that are 

necessary to convey the story. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.5 Gadget 

 

Before I begin filming, I need to acquire some equipment, including a camera, lens, gimbal, 

and other tools. For video, I use 3 Canon cameras. And also, the DJI Mavic Air 2. 
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1. Canon 80D with 10-18mm f/3.5-5.6 

2. Canon 750D with 50mm f/1.8. 

3. Canon 1200D with 55-250mm f/4-5.6. 

4. DJI Mini 2. 

5. iPhone 12 pro. 

6. Boya By-M1 Omni Microphone. 

7. Go pro hero 8. 

8. Moza mini MX (Gimble) 

 
Figure: 4. 3: Canon 80D 
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Figure: 4. 4: Canon 750D 

 

 
Figure: 4. 5: Canon 1200D 
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Figure: 4. 6: lens 10-18mm f/3.5-5.6, 50mm f/1.8 

 
Figure: 4. 7: iPhone 12 pro 
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Figure: 4. 8: Boya By-M1 Omni 

 

 

 
 

Figure: 4. 9: DJI MINI 2 
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Figure: 4. 10: Go pro hero 8 

 

 
Figure: 4. 11: Moza mini MX 
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4.2.6 Budget 

 

Trip Cost Total 

1st visit 28000 75000 

2nd visit 25000 

3rd visit 22000 

   

Table 4. 1: Budget 

 

4.3. Script story 

As our story is in Bengali so it’s script was written in Bengali, given below. 

 

| 
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নামকরা এই তির্থস্থান দুরদুরান্ত থর্কক পর্থটক ও সনািন পুনথার্থীকদর আনাক ানায় মুখতরি র্াকক প্রায় সবসময়। 
ফাল্গুন মাকস তিব চিুদথতিকি এই মতির প্রাঙ্গকন হয় জাকজমক থমলা 

থমলা ছাoও ভক্তরা এখাকন আকস হৃদকয়র অর্থ  অপথন করার জনয| ।ˆ

ঋ
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4.4 Shot division 

 

 

Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

1.  

 

It will start with a long sun 

rise shot 

 

2.  
   intro 

  Intro with the final title 

animation 

 

3.  

 

 

Hilly area drone shot then go 

to the map animation  

 

4.  

 

Map animation 1  

5.  

 

Map animatin bodor khali 

cercle shot + footage of boat 

ghat 
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

6.    Show cox bazar in the map 

and animate a line to show the 

distance. 

A gap with a music after this 

 

7.   Live footage of  boat and 

ghat  

 

8.  

 

 Scene of people rideing 

speed-boat 

 

9.   Green tree line shot  
 

10.  

 

Green tree line shot  

11.  

 

People shot from the marcket  

12.  

 

 Short map animation where er 

show that moheskhali trange was 

a part of main land and that 

distroied in nature 

 

13.  

 

in nature shake and water effect 

made this part a trange and 

devided moheshkhali. 
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

14.  

 

Show the hilly drone shot  

15.  

 

Map animation  

16.  Take a vartical shot of a hill 

and mesurment the structior 

 

17.  

 

Back to drone shot  

18.  The gate of adinath mondir 

 

 

19.    

20.  নামকরা এই তির্থস্থান দুরদুরান্ত থর্কক পর্থটক 
ও সনািন পুনথার্থীকদর আনাক ানায় মুখতরি 
র্াকক প্রায় সবসময়। 

  

21.  ফাল্গুন মাকস তিব চিুদথতিকি এই মতির 
প্রাঙ্গকন হয় জাকজমক থমলা| 
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

22.  থমলা ছারাও ভক্তরা এখাকন আকস হৃদকয়র অর্থ 
অপথন করার জনয| 

  

23.  পূনথাতর্থকদর জনয আতদনার্ দিথনই সবথকেষ্ঠ 
পূর্ণথয। 

  

24.  

  ঐ

প্রাতিষ্ঠাতনক 

  

25.    

26.  

র

  

27.    

28.  

। 

  

29.  র   
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

30.  ঋ   

31.  

 

  

32.    

33.  াা   

34.    

35.    

36.    

37.    

38.  র   

39.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

40.    

41.  আ   

42.    

43.    

44.    

45.  

র

  

46.  
 

 

47.    

48.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

49.    

50.  ড়   

51.    

52.  পা কটা   

53.    

54.    

55.    

56.    

57.  তম
 ্ র

  

58.    

59.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

60.    

61.    

62.    

63.    

64.    

65.    

66.    

67.    

68.  

তজ

  

69.  

বাড়ইকদর
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

70.    

71.    

72.    

73.  র   

74.    

75.    

76.  পাইকাতর
র

  

77.  ইউ   

78.  

র

  

79.    

80.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

81.    

82.    

83.    

84.    

85.    

86.    

87.    

88.  র   

89.  

বযাবহৃি 

  

90.    

91.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

92.    

93.    

94.   

 

 

95.    

96.  

র

  

97.    

98.    

99.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

100.    

101.    

102.    

103.    

104.    

105.    

106.    

107.    

108.  

র

  

109.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

110.    

111.    

112.    

113.  র   

114.    

115.  ক্ষকর্ণ   

116.  

র

  

117.    

118.    

119.    

120.    
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Sl Num 

Voice Audio line Shot Description  

121.    

122.  ন্দ্র   

123.    

124.    

125.    

126.  স্থা   

127.    

128.    

129.  র   

130.    

 

Table 4. 2: Shot Division
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PRODUCTION 

4.3 Production 

 

We traveled to Maheshkhali and its surrounding coastal islands equipped with the latest 

filming equipment, including a high-quality camera and sound recording equipment, to 

ensure that we captured the best possible footage. During the production phase, we set up 

scenes and took raw footage, capturing the beauty and diversity of the area, as well as the 

daily routines and activities of its inhabitants using Camera and Drone. 

The production phase involved filming on location at Moheshkhali Island, using the shot list 

and storyboard to guide our filming, capturing footage of the island's natural beauty, its 

resources, and the people who live there. Additionally, we conducted interviews with local 

residents, experts, and stakeholders to gain additional insight into the island and its resources. 

We had the opportunity to interact with the local people and record interviews, capturing 

their thoughts, experiences, and perspectives on various aspects of life in Maheshkhali. The 

production stage was a challenging but rewarding experience, and we are proud of the 

footage that we captured. 

The footage will serve as the foundation for the final documentary, and we are confident that 

it will accurately and effectively convey the essence of Maheshkhali and its residents. 
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POST-PRODUCTION 
 

4.4 Post production 

 

The post-production stage is the final stage in making a documentary film. This stage is 

where all the pieces of the film are brought together to create a final product. In the post-

production stage, we have taken all the footage that we have captured during the 

production stage and have edited it into a cohesive and compelling story. This process 

involves tasks such as selecting the best shots, piecing them together, adding sound 

effects, music, and voice-over narration, as well as color correction and special effects. 

We have also worked on fine-tuning the sound design and mixing to ensure that all audio 

elements work together to create a seamless and immersive experience for the viewer. 

During this stage, we also worked on adding captions and titles to give context to the 

scenes and to help tell the story. 

Overall, the post-production stage is where the majority of the creative and technical 

work is done to turn raw footage into a finished documentary film that is ready for 

distribution. We are confident that the final product of this project will accurately capture 

the essence of Maheshkhali and the lives of its coastal residents in a way that is both 

informative and entertaining. 

Post production can be divided into several stages. 

1. Editing the footage. 

2. Sound design  

3. Voice over. 

4. Map animation 

5. logo animation. 

6. Color correction. 

7. Poster design. 

8. Trailer 

9. Master assembles.  

 

 

 

4.4.1 Editing the footage:  

This involves taking all of the raw footage that was shot during production and organizing it 

into a coherent story. This may include cutting and rearranging scenes, adding transitions, 

and adjusting the pacing of the film. 
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Figure: 4. 4.1: Map Animation  0-1 

 

4.4.2 Sound Design: 

 The stage you are referring to is called the sound design or audio post-production stage. This 

is a crucial part of the post-production process, where the sound elements of the film are 

added to create a more immersive experience for the audience. 
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4.4.3 Voice over: 

The voice-over artist reads from a script, which contains the words that they will speak. The 

script is usually written beforehand, based on the needs of the production and the story being 

told. The voice-over artist may record multiple takes of each line to ensure that they get the 

best performance possible. 

Once the voice-over track is recorded, it is edited and mixed with the other sound elements of 

the film or TV show. The voice-over track can be used to provide additional information or 

context to the visuals, as well as to provide a narrative thread to tie the story together. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.4 Map Animation:   

My team mate Nilash utilized the Google Earth Studio software to animate the map for my 

documentary. This tool allowed him to create an animated representation of the Moheshkhali 

region, showing the different landscapes, water bodies, and other geographic features of the 

area. To bring the map to life and create a more engaging and visually appealing 

representation of the area for our audience, my team mate added various effects and features 

using Adobe After Effects. 
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Figure: 4.4.4: Map Animation 

4.4.5 logo animation: 

In this stage, to make our documentary more professional, Nilash used Adobe Illustrator to create a 

logo for our production house. After creating a PNG version of the logo, he animated it in Adobe 

After Effects to add motion and make it more visually appealing. By adding this animated logo to our 

documentary, he was able to reinforce our brand and make it more memorable to my audience. 

 

 

Figure: 4.4.5: Logo Animation 
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4.4.6 Color Correction:  

 

Color correction is a crucial part of post-production in film and video, as it is the process of 

adjusting the colors and tones in footage to create a consistent and visually appealing look. 

In my documentary, I utilized Adobe Premiere Pro for color correction. I started by analyzing 

the footage and identifying any color imbalances, exposure issues, or other problems. Then, I 

used Premiere's color correction tools, including the Lumetri Color panel and various color 

grading effects, to adjust the color and tone of the footage. 

To achieve a natural and realistic look for my documentary, I focused on enhancing the 

existing colors and tones in the footage rather than applying drastic color grading effects. 

Additionally, I paid close attention to maintaining consistency throughout the entire 

documentary, ensuring that the colors and tones matched from shot to shot. 

 

Figure: 4.4.6: Color Correction 

Overall, the color correction process helped to enhance the visual quality of my documentary 

and create a more polished and professional look 

4.4.7 Poster design: 

 

For the poster design of our documentary, he used Adobe Photoshop to create a visually 

appealing and informative design that would attract potential viewers. The poster features a 

stunning image of the Maheshkhali island, along with the title and tagline of the documentary. 
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I chose to use a blue and green color scheme to reflect the coastal location of the documentary 

and added a subtle texture to the background to create depth and interest. Then he had given 

some posters and subjective things for making it easier for people to access additional 

information. 

Overall, the poster was designed to communicate the essence of the documentary and evoke a 

sense of curiosity and interest in potential viewers.  

 

Figure: 4.4.7: Poster Design 

 

 

 

 

4.4.8 Trailor: 

 

We started by creating a rough cut of the trailer, selecting the clips that we felt best represented 

the themes and emotions of the film. Next, we added the voice-over narration, recorded by a 

professional voice-over artist, to give context and help guide the viewer through the story. 

Then, we added music to enhance the emotional impact of the trailer, searching for a royalty-
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free music track that matched the tone of the film and edited it to fit the pacing of the trailer. 

we also added sound effects to help bring the scenes to life and immerse the viewer in the world 

of the film. After that, we fine-tuned the trailer by adjusting the color grading and adding titles 

and credits, using Adobe After Effects to create the title animations and giving the trailer a 

polished and professional look. For the trailer of our documentary film, we used Adobe 

Premiere Pro to edit and compile the footage we had captured during the production stage, 

selecting the most captivating scenes and combining them with the voice-over narration and 

sound effects to create a compelling preview of the film. Overall, the trailer was an important 

tool in promoting my documentary film and generating interest from potential audiences, 

giving viewers a taste of what to expect from the film and helping to build excitement for its 

release.

 

Figure: 4.4.8: Trailer Making 

 

4.4.9 Master assemble 

During the master assembly stage of my documentary film, our team mate Nahid used a video 

editing software Adobe Premer Pro to combine all the individual elements together to create 

the final version of the film.  synchronized the audio and video components and ensured that 

the transitions between scenes were smooth and seamless. He also added any necessary visual 

effects, such as color correction, to enhance the overall quality of the footage. 

After completing the master assembly, he reviewed the entire film to ensure that it accurately 

represented my vision and conveyed the intended message and story. Any necessary 

adjustments were made, and a final version of the film was exported for distribution or 

exhibition. This stage is crucial in creating a coherent and polished final product that captures 

the filmmaker's vision and engages the audience. 
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Figure: 4.4.9: Master Assemble 
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CHAPTER 5 

OVERALL CONTRIBUTION  

 

Cinematography is a crucial aspect of filmmaking that contributes to the overall impact and 

quality of a film. Me and my teammate sk Rabir use visual storytelling techniques to create a 

mood and atmosphere that draws the audience into the story. We work closely with the 

director to determine the visual style and tone of the film, selecting camera angles, lighting, 

and framing to convey emotion and meaning. 

As the primary aerial cinematographer for the documentary film, I played a critical role in 

capturing stunning and immersive footage that helped to convey the beauty and essence of 

the subject matter. Using my knowledge and skills in cinematography, I flew a Mavic Air 2 

drone to capture aerial footage of the Maheshkhali coastal area, providing a unique and 

captivating perspective for viewers. Additionally, I was involved in the story and scripting 

process, using my experience and creative vision to help shape the narrative and direction of 

the film. During the production phase, I was responsible for managing and coordinating the 

team, ensuring that everyone was working efficiently and effectively to meet the project's 

goals and deadlines. I also conducted interviews with local residents, experts, and 

stakeholders, using my skills in communication and empathy to extract meaningful and 

relevant information from them. Overall, my contributions in the production stage were 

instrumental in creating a powerful and impactful documentary film that sheds light on the 

lives, culture, and challenges of the Maheshkhali coastal residents..  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

 

The documentary film about the residents of Maheshkhali coastal area highlights their way of 

life, culture, and occupation. Through the documentary, it is evident that the inhabitants of 

Maheshkhali are faced with a multitude of challenges, including limited access to healthcare, 

education, and resources. These challenges have contributed to their poverty and limited 

opportunities for economic growth. 

The film serves as a reminder that these communities, though often overlooked, are an 

integral part of the country's cultural and economic fabric. The documentary also highlights 

the importance of preserving the natural beauty of the coastal area, which attracts tourists and 

contributes to the local economy. 

The documentary aims to shed light on the importance of sustainable development in coastal 

areas like Maheshkhali. The film showcases how the community has developed and utilized 

their resources, such as their handicraft industry, to create opportunities for economic growth. 

Furthermore, the documentary underscores the need for more attention and resources to be 

directed towards coastal communities like Maheshkhali. 

Overall, the documentary provides a valuable insight into the lives of the Maheshkhali coastal 

residents and serves as a call to action to address the challenges faced by these communities. 

The film encourages viewers to consider the importance of sustainable development and the 

role that coastal communities can play in the country's economic growth. The documentary's 

message is clear: coastal communities like Maheshkhali must be given the support and 

attention they deserve to achieve their full potential. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUTION 

 

Throughout the documentary project, the director took on various roles to create a nuanced 

portrayal of the lives and cultural practices of the coastal residents of Maheshkhali. From 

scriptwriting to overseeing the production process, various techniques were utilized, 

including filming, animation, and post-production, to bring to life the unique experiences of 

the people in this region. 

The resulting documentary showcases both the struggles and strengths of this often-

overlooked community, contributing to a broader conversation about the importance of 

cultural preservation and the role of media in shaping public perception. The project serves as 

a powerful reminder of the power of storytelling to foster greater understanding between 

different communities and bridge divides. 

Overall, the director aimed to provide a voice to the coastal residents of Maheshkhali, 

highlighting their unique way of life and culture. Through careful and deliberate storytelling, 

the documentary project contributes to a deeper appreciation of the people and communities 

in this region, emphasizing the need for greater attention and resources to support cultural 

preservation efforts. 
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vii CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 1.1 Introduction Bangladesh is a country with unique
riverine islands, each showcasing distinct civilizations and lifestyles. These islands are
located along the Bay of Bengal and the river mouth of the Padma, with the word "Char"
used in many of the names to refer to floodplain sediment islands in the Ganges Delta. The
high sediment level from rivers originating from the Himalayas has led to significant
changes in the morphology of the coastal area, creating new islands with their own unique
themes, subjects, persons, events, or problems. One such island is Maheshkhali, which
stands out for its spontaneous geography and hilly terrain, surrounded by mangroves. With
an area of 362 square kilometers, it is an administrative area of the Chittagong division of
Cox’s Bazar district and is considered as the ‘Vhati Anchol Dwip’ of Cox’s Bazar district. It
has a population of 3 lakh 21 thousand, and its primary economic contributions come from
salt production and sweet betel leaf farming. Maheshkhali also has a famous pilgrimage site
called the Adinatha Temple and is known for its natural beauty, making it a popular tourist
attraction. To showcase the unique beauty and culture of Maheshkhali, the author of this
text chose to make a documentary video for their final year project. They conducted
research on the island's people and how to make a documentary, worked on pre-production,
planned out interesting topics and the required budget, and created a script. They also
planned out the shooting route and obtained local support from someone living in Cox's
Bazar. After filming, they worked on post-production, focusing on audio design and creating
a poster and trailer for promotion purposes. Despite encountering some challenges and
making mistakes, they learned from them and completed the project. 1.2 What is the goal
of this project? Our plan for the final project is to create a documentary film that highlights
the lifestyles and cultural prospects of the residents in the Maheshkhali coastal region. We
aim to showcase how the local economy, tourism industry, and community businesses are
influenced and impacted by the diverse cultural and professional prospects of the people
who reside there. Despite their poverty, the inhabitants of Maheshkhali's coastal islands lead
unique lifestyles and have much to offer. Through this project, we hope to present an
insightful and visually compelling portrayal of their lives and the community as a whole. 1.3
Inspiration After watching the documentary about Moheskhali on the YouTube channel
"Panoramic Documentary," we realized that there was much more to this story that needed
to be told. We have always been passionate about documentaries and capturing stories
through film, and this channel further fueled our passion by showcasing the beauty of
Bangladesh through their documentaries. What we saw deeply moved us, and we felt a
strong desire to bring these stories to life through our documentary film. CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 2.1 Previous work Since studying in this university, I've been
interested in documentary film stories. I am constantly watching documentaries because of
my passion for this subject. One day, I stumbled across a documentary on a YouTube
channel called Panoramic Documentary. They have produced several documentaries about
stunning sites in Bangladesh. After watching their documentary about Moheskhali, I visited
the location and experienced it firsthand with the help of a friend. Seeing the beauty and
uniqueness of the place inspired me to create my own documentary about it. 2.2 Procedure
of development I started by learning how to make a documentary video and researching
about islanders. During the pre-production phase, I conducted extensive research on the
Maheshkhali upazilla and came up with some intriguing topics for the documentary. After
deciding on all the topics, I divided the necessary budget and planned out the best route for
our journey. Improvising the story, I noted down every detail in the process. With the help
of a friend who lives in Cox's Bazaar, we got local support and planned out the shooting
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locations. I then created a proper script for the documentary, as scripting is the backbone of
any story or documentary. After that, I began shooting deviations and planned out the full
production plan. We delayed our next visit entirely for production purposes and had
everything planned out in a Gantt chart. SOFTWARE USES 3.1 Adobe After Effect I use
Adobe After Effects to do animation, as it is the industry standard for motion graphics and
visual effects software. Many professionals in the field utilize this application as a
compositing tool to create motion graphics and special effects for movies, the web, and
presentations. Figure: 3. 1: Adobe After Effect Logo Figure: 3. 2: Map animation in google
studio 2 Figure: 3. 3: Map animation after affect 3.2 Adobe Photoshop Photoshop is a
software application for image editing and graphic design. It was created in 1988 by
Thomas and John Knoll and is currently developed and published by Adobe Inc. The
software is widely used by graphic designers, photographers, and artists for editing and
manipulating images, creating digital art, and designing layouts for various mediums.
Figure: 3. 4: Adobe Photos Figure: 3.5: Poster Design 3.3 Adobe Illustrator Sure! Adobe
Illustrator is a vector graphics editor and design software developed and marketed by Adobe
Inc. It is primarily used by graphic designers, artists, and illustrators to create vector
graphics for various mediums such as print, web, video, and mobile devices. Figure: 3. 5:
Adobe illustrator Logo Figure: 3.6: production logo DEVELOPMENT AND WORKFLOW 4.1
About project There are usually three major roles to play in a film or documentary. They
are, Pre-production Production Post-production PRE-PRODUCTION 4.2 What is Pre-
production? Pre-production is the initial phase of any film, video, or media project. It is the
stage where all the planning and preparation take place before the actual production begins.
This stage is crucial for the success of the project as it helps to ensure that everything is in
order before filming or recording starts. 4.2.1 Research Conducting thorough research is an
essential aspect of documentary filmmaking as it involves real-world events, people, and
issues. The primary purpose of documentaries is to raise awareness, educate, and inform
viewers about specific subjects or topics. Hence, it is crucial to ensure that the information
presented in the documentary is accurate, reliable, and up-to- date. Research allows
filmmakers to gather relevant information, develop their storyline, and structure their film.
It also helps them find and interview expert sources, obtain footage and archival material,
and gain a deeper understanding of the subject matter. The research process can involve
various methods such as online research, library research, fieldwork, and interviews. The
process of conducting research for a documentary can be time-consuming and requires
significant effort. However, it is a crucial step in creating an impactful and engaging
documentary film. By conducting thorough research, documentary filmmakers can create
compelling and informative films that educate and inform viewers about important topics
and issues. In conclusion, research is a critical part of creating a successful documentary
film. Figure: 4. 1: visiting local people 4.2.2 Planning To ensure a smooth and efficient
filming process, the planning phase of a documentary film is crucial. This phase involves
carefully considering various aspects of the film, such as location selection, shot list
creation, prop and equipment selection, and budget planning. Location selection involves
considering factors such as accessibility, lighting, sound, and necessary resources.
Obtaining any required permits and permissions is also essential to avoid legal issues.
Creating a comprehensive shot list is important for organizing and focusing the filming
process. The shot list outlines the specific shots and angles required to tell the story
effectively. Selecting the appropriate equipment and props necessary for the filming process
is another critical aspect of the planning phase. This includes cameras, microphones,
lighting equipment, and other accessories. Finally, budget planning is essential to ensure
that all necessary expenses, including travel expenses, equipment rental, and production
costs, are covered. By planning ahead and factoring in all these costs, the filmmakers can
ensure that they have enough resources to complete the production and achieve their
creative vision. 4.2.3 Gantt chart A Gantt chart is a visual tool used in project management
to track and manage project schedules. It is a type of bar chart that displays a project
timeline and shows the planned start and end dates for each task in the project, as well as
the duration of each task. Gantt charts also illustrate the dependencies between tasks and
show how different tasks overlap or run in parallel. This makes it easier for project
managers to plan and coordinate their team's work, identify potential scheduling conflicts,
and keep the project on track. Gantt charts are widely used in various industries, including
construction, engineering, software development, and filmmaking. Figure: 4. 2: Gantt chart
4.2.4 Place and Shot Selection The pre-production phase in the making of a documentary
film includes the crucial aspect of place and shot selection. The right choice of locations and
shots can greatly enhance the storytelling and add to the visual appeal of the film. During
this phase, the team carefully considers the locations and evaluates the lighting,
background, and other visual elements that contribute to the overall look and feel of the
film. They also consider the logistics of accessing the location, as well as any potential
hazards or challenges that may arise during filming. The shot list is another critical aspect
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of the place and shot selection process. This list outlines the shots the team needs to
capture in order to tell the story effectively. The shot list includes close-ups, medium shots,
and long shots, as well as any other specialized shots that are necessary to convey the
story. 4.2.5 Gadget Before I begin filming, I need to acquire some equipment, including a
camera, lens, gimbal, and other tools. For video, I use 3 Canon cameras. And also, the DJI
Mavic Air 2. 1. Canon 80D with 10-18mm f/3.5-5.6 2. Canon 750D with 50mm f/1.8. 3.
Canon 1200D with 55-250mm f/4-5.6. 4. DJI Mavic Air 2. 5. iPhone 12 pro. 6. Boya By-M1
Omni Microphone. 7. Go pro hero 8. 8. Moza mini MX (Gimble) Figure: 4. 3: Canon 80D
Figure: 4. 4: Canon 750D Figure: 4. 5: Canon 1200D Figure: 4. 6: lens 10-18mm f/3.5-5.6,
50mm f/1.8 Figure: 4. 7: iPhone 12 pro Figure: 4. 8: Boya By-M1 Omni Figure: 4. 9: DJI
Mavic Air 2 Figure: 4. 10: Go pro hero 8 Figure: 4. 11: Moza mini MX 4.2.6 Budget Trip 1st
visit 2nd visit 3rd visit Cost Total 28000 75000 25000 22000 Table 4. 1: Budget 4.3. Script
story As our story is in Bengali so it’s script was written in Bengali, given below. | ন মাকর ◌া
এই ত িরথ্সথ্ না দ�দ� নাত্ থর� পরথ্টক ও সন িনা পনুথ রাথ্ কীদর আন কা না য়া মখুতর ির ক্◌াক পর্
য়া সবসময়। ফ লা� ুম কাস ত িব চ িদুথত িক িএই মত ির পর্ ঙাগ্কন হয় জ কাজমক থমল ◌া থমল ◌া ছ
o◌াও ভক� ◌া এখ কান আকস হদৃকয়র অরথ্ অপথন কর রা জনয| ।ˆ ঋ ‡ ¨ 4.4 Shot division Sl Num
Voice Audio line Shot Description 1. It will start with a long sun rise shot 2. intro Intro with
the final title animation 3. Hilly area drone shot then go to the map animation 4. Map
animation 1 5. Map animatin bodor khali cercle shot + footage of boat ghat Sl Num Voice
Audio line Shot Description 6. Show cox bazar in the map and animate a line to show the
distance. A gap with a music after this 7. Live footage of boat and ghat 8. Scene of people
rideing speed-boat 9. Green tree line shot 10. Green tree line shot 11. People shot from the
marcket 12. Short map animation where er show that moheskhali trange was a part of main
land and that distroied in nature 13. in nature shake and water effect made this part a
trange and devided moheshkhali. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 14. Show the
hilly drone shot 15. Map animation 16. Take a vartical shot of a hill and mesurment the
structior 17. Back to drone shot 18. The gate of adinath mondir 19. 20. ন মাকর ◌া এই ত
িরথ্সথ্ না দ�দ� নাত্ থর� পরথ্টক ও সন িনা পনুথ রাথ্ কীদর আন কা না য়া মখুতর ি◌ র ক্◌াক পর্ য়া
সবসময়। 21. ফ লা� ুম কাস ত িব চ িদুথত িক িএই মত ির পর্ ঙাগ্কন হয় জ কাজমক থমল |◌া Sl Num
Voice Audio line Shot Description 22. থমল ◌া ছ রা ওা ভক� ◌া এখ কান আকস হদৃকয়র অরথ্ অপথন
কর রা জনয| 23. পনূথ তারথ্কদর জনয আতদন রা ◌্ দিথ নই সবথক �ষঠ্ প�ণ্থয। 24. ঐ পর্ তা িষঠ্
তানক 25. 26. র 27. 28. । 29. র Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 30. ঋ 31. 32. 33. ◌াা
34. 35. 36. 37. 38. র 39. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 40. 41. আ 42. 43. 44.
45. র 46. 47. 48. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 49. 50. ড় 51. 52. প ◌া কট ◌া 53.
54. 55. 56. 57. তম র্ 58. 59. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 60. 61. 62. 63. 64.
65. 66. 67. 68. তজ 69. ব ড়াইকদর Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 70. 71. 72. 73. র
74. 75. 76. প ইাক তার র 77. ইউ 78. র 79. 80. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 81.
82. 83. 84. 85. 86. 87. 88. র 89. বয বাহ ি◌ৃ 90. 91. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description
92. 93. 94. 95. 96. র 97. 98. 99. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 100. 101. 102.
103. 104. 105. 106. 107. 108. র 109. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot Description 110. 111.
112. 113. র 114. 115. ক�রণ্ 116. র 117. 118. 119. 120. Sl Num Voice Audio line Shot
Description 121. 122. ন�্ 123. 124. 125. 126. সথ্ ◌া 127. 128. 129. র 130. Table 4. 2: Shot
Division PRODUCTION 4.3 Production We traveled to Maheshkhali and its surrounding
coastal islands equipped with the latest filming equipment, including a high-quality camera
and sound recording equipment, to ensure that we captured the best possible footage.
During the production phase, we set up scenes and took raw footage, capturing the beauty
and diversity of the area, as well as the daily routines and activities of its inhabitants using
Camera and Drone. The production phase involved filming on location at Moheshkhali
Island, using the shot list and storyboard to guide our filming, capturing footage of the
island's natural beauty, its resources, and the people who live there. Additionally, we
conducted interviews with local residents, experts, and stakeholders to gain additional
insight into the island and its resources. We had the opportunity to interact with the local
people and record interviews, capturing their thoughts, experiences, and perspectives on
various aspects of life in Maheshkhali. The production stage was a challenging but rewarding
experience, and we are proud of the footage that we captured. The footage will serve as the
foundation for the final documentary, and we are confident that it will accurately and
effectively convey the essence of Maheshkhali and its residents. POST-PRODUCTION 4.4
Post production The post-production stage is the final stage in making a documentary film.
This stage is where all the pieces of the film are brought together to create a final product.
In the post- production stage, we have taken all the footage that we have captured during
the production stage and have edited it into a cohesive and compelling story. This process
involves tasks such as selecting the best shots, piecing them together, adding sound effects,
music, and voice-over narration, as well as color correction and special effects. We have
also worked on fine-tuning the sound design and mixing to ensure that all audio elements
work together to create a seamless and immersive experience for the viewer. During this
stage, we also worked on adding captions and titles to give context to the scenes and to
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help tell the story. Overall, the post-production stage is where the majority of the creative
and technical work is done to turn raw footage into a finished documentary film that is
ready for distribution. We are confident that the final product of this project will accurately
capture the essence of Maheshkhali and the lives of its coastal residents in a way that is
both informative and entertaining. Post production can be divided into several stages. 1.
Editing the footage. 2. Sound design 3. Voice over. 4. Map animation 5. logo animation. 6.
Color correction. 7. Poster design. 8. Trailer 9. Master assembles. 4.4.1 Editing the footage:
This involves taking all of the raw footage that was shot during production and organizing it
into a coherent story. This may include cutting and rearranging scenes, adding transitions,
and adjusting the pacing of the film. Figure: 4. 4.1: Map Animation 0-1 4.4.2 Sound Design:
The stage you are referring to is called the sound design or audio post-production stage.
This is a crucial part of the post-production process, where the sound elements of the film
are added to create a more immersive experience for the audience. 4.4.3 Voice over: The
voice-over artist reads from a script, which contains the words that they will speak. The
script is usually written beforehand, based on the needs of the production and the story
being told. The voice-over artist may record multiple takes of each line to ensure that they
get the best performance possible. Once the voice-over track is recorded, it is edited and
mixed with the other sound elements of the film or TV show. The voice-over track can be
used to provide additional information or context to the visuals, as well as to provide a
narrative thread to tie the story together. 4.4.4 Map Animation: My team mate Nilash
utilized the Google Earth Studio software to animate the map for my documentary. This tool
allowed him to create an animated representation of the Moheshkhali region, showing the
different landscapes, water bodies, and other geographic features of the area. To bring the
map to life and create a more engaging and visually appealing representation of the area
for our audience, my team mate added various effects and features using Adobe After
Effects. Figure: 4.4.4: Map Animation 4.4.5 logo animation: In this stage, to make our
documentary more professional, Nilash used Adobe Illustrator to create a logo for our
production house. After creating a PNG version of the logo, he animated it in Adobe After
Effects to add motion and make it more visually appealing. By adding this animated logo to
our documentary, he was able to reinforce our brand and make it more memorable to my
audience. Figure: 4.4.5: Logo Animation 4.4.6 Color Correction: Color correction is a crucial
part of post-production in film and video, as it is the process of adjusting the colors and
tones in footage to create a consistent and visually appealing look. In my documentary, I
utilized Adobe Premiere Pro for color correction. I started by analyzing the footage and
identifying any color imbalances, exposure issues, or other problems. Then, I used
Premiere's color correction tools, including the Lumetri Color panel and various color
grading effects, to adjust the color and tone of the footage. To achieve a natural and
realistic look for my documentary, I focused on enhancing the existing colors and tones in
the footage rather than applying drastic color grading effects. Additionally, I paid close
attention to maintaining consistency throughout the entire documentary, ensuring that the
colors and tones matched from shot to shot. Figure: 4.4.6: Color Correction Overall, the
color correction process helped to enhance the visual quality of my documentary and create
a more polished and professional look 4.4.7 Poster design: For the poster design of our
documentary, he used Adobe Photoshop to create a visually appealing and informative
design that would attract potential viewers. The poster features a stunning image of the
Maheshkhali island, along with the title and tagline of the documentary. I chose to use a
blue and green color scheme to reflect the coastal location of the documentary and added a
subtle texture to the background to create depth and interest. Then he had given some
posters and subjective things for making it easier for people to access additional
information. Overall, the poster was designed to communicate the essence of the
documentary and evoke a sense of curiosity and interest in potential viewers. Figure: 4.4.7:
Poster Design 4.4.8 Trailor: We started by creating a rough cut of the trailer, selecting the
clips that we felt best represented the themes and emotions of the film. Next, we added the
voice-over narration, recorded by a professional voice-over artist, to give context and help
guide the viewer through the story. Then, we added music to enhance the emotional impact
of the trailer, searching for a royalty- free music track that matched the tone of the film and
edited it to fit the pacing of the trailer. we also added sound effects to help bring the scenes
to life and immerse the viewer in the world of the film. After that, we fine-tuned the trailer
by adjusting the color grading and adding titles and credits, using Adobe After Effects to
create the title animations and giving the trailer a polished and professional look. For the
trailer of our documentary film, we used Adobe Premiere Pro to edit and compile the
footage we had captured during the production stage, selecting the most captivating scenes
and combining them with the voice-over narration and sound effects to create a compelling
preview of the film. Overall, the trailer was an important tool in promoting my documentary
film and generating interest from potential audiences, giving viewers a taste of what to
expect from the film and helping to build excitement for its release. Figure: 4.4.8: Trailer
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Making 4.4.9 Master assemble During the master assembly stage of my documentary film,
our team mate Nahid used a video editing software Adobe Premer Pro to combine all the
individual elements together to create the final version of the film. synchronized the audio
and video components and ensured that the transitions between scenes were smooth and
seamless. He also added any necessary visual effects, such as color correction, to enhance
the overall quality of the footage. After completing the master assembly, he reviewed the
entire film to ensure that it accurately represented my vision and conveyed the intended
message and story. Any necessary adjustments were made, and a final version of the film
was exported for distribution or exhibition. This stage is crucial in creating a coherent and
polished final product that captures the filmmaker's vision and engages the audience.
Figure: 4.4.9: Master Assemble CHAPTER 5 OVERALL CONTRIBUTION Cinematography is a
crucial aspect of filmmaking that contributes to the overall impact and quality of a film. Me
and my teammate sk Rabir use visual storytelling techniques to create a mood and
atmosphere that draws the audience into the story. We work closely with the director to
determine the visual style and tone of the film, selecting camera angles, lighting, and
framing to convey emotion and meaning. As the primary aerial cinematographer for the
documentary film, I played a critical role in capturing stunning and immersive footage that
helped to convey the beauty and essence of the subject matter. Using my knowledge and
skills in cinematography, I flew a Mavic Air 2 drone to capture aerial footage of the
Maheshkhali coastal area, providing a unique and captivating perspective for viewers.
Additionally, I was involved in the story and scripting process, using my experience and
creative vision to help shape the narrative and direction of the film. During the production
phase, I was responsible for managing and coordinating the team, ensuring that everyone
was working efficiently and effectively to meet the project's goals and deadlines. I also
conducted interviews with local residents, experts, and stakeholders, using my skills in
communication and empathy to extract meaningful and relevant information from them.
Overall, my contributions in the production stage were instrumental in creating a powerful
and impactful documentary film that sheds light on the lives, culture, and challenges of the
Maheshkhali coastal residents.. CHAPTER 6 DISCUSSION The documentary film about the
residents of Maheshkhali coastal area highlights their way of life, culture, and occupation.
Through the documentary, it is evident that the inhabitants of Maheshkhali are faced with a
multitude of challenges, including limited access to healthcare, education, and resources.
These challenges have contributed to their poverty and limited opportunities for economic
growth. The film serves as a reminder that these communities, though often overlooked,
are an integral part of the country's cultural and economic fabric. The documentary also
highlights the importance of preserving the natural beauty of the coastal area, which
attracts tourists and contributes to the local economy. The documentary aims to shed light
on the importance of sustainable development in coastal areas like Maheshkhali. The film
showcases how the community has developed and utilized their resources, such as their
handicraft industry, to create opportunities for economic growth. Furthermore, the
documentary underscores the need for more attention and resources to be directed towards
coastal communities like Maheshkhali. Overall, the documentary provides a valuable insight
into the lives of the Maheshkhali coastal residents and serves as a call to action to address
the challenges faced by these communities. The film encourages viewers to consider the
importance of sustainable development and the role that coastal communities can play in
the country's economic growth. The documentary's message is clear: coastal communities
like Maheshkhali must be given the support and attention they deserve to achieve their full
potential. CHAPTER 7 CONCLUTION Throughout the documentary project, the director took
on various roles to create a nuanced portrayal of the lives and cultural practices of the
coastal residents of Maheshkhali. From scriptwriting to overseeing the production process,
various techniques were utilized, including filming, animation, and post-production, to bring
to life the unique experiences of the people in this region. The resulting documentary
showcases both the struggles and strengths of this often- overlooked community,
contributing to a broader conversation about the importance of cultural preservation and
the role of media in shaping public perception. The project serves as a powerful reminder of
the power of storytelling to foster greater understanding between different communities and
bridge divides. Overall, the director aimed to provide a voice to the coastal residents of
Maheshkhali, highlighting their unique way of life and culture. Through careful and
deliberate storytelling, the documentary project contributes to a deeper appreciation of the
people and communities in this region, emphasizing the need for greater attention and
resources to support cultural preservation efforts. • • • • • REFERENCE Documentary
Filmmaking: A Step-by-Step Guide: https://nofilmschool.com/documentary-filmmaking-
guide Gantt Charts: What They Are and How to Use Them:
https://www.smartsheet.com/gantt-charts-explained Maheshkhali Upazila:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maheshkhali_Upazila Maheshkhali Island:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maheshkhali_Island The Importance of Sustainable
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